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Non-Hermitian formulation of interference effect in scattering experiments
Edvardas Narevicius and Nimrod Moiseyev
Department of Chemistry and Minerva Center of Nonlinear Physics in Complex Systems,
Technion–Israel Institute of Technology Haifa 32000, Israel

~Received 6 June 2000; accepted 18 July 2000!

Non-Hermitian quantum mechanics allows one to calculate a physical observable, e.g., scattering
cross section, as a sum over a finite number of discrete resonance states. The coefficients in the
sum can get complex and negative values even in cases where conventional scattering theory
predicts real positive coefficients only. Consequently, structure~or absence of structure!
in scattering cross section can be obtained as a result of interference between a small number
of discrete resonance states; whereas, conventional scattering theory would require integration
over the continuum of scattering states and therefore it is a heavy numerical task. We show here that
in electron scattering experiments the interference between overlapping broad resonances leads to
oscillations in the phase of transition probability amplitude and to enhancement of the transition
state lifetime due to nuclear motion. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~00!00539-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the theories of chemical reactions, transition state
usually associated with a quasibound state of the collis
complex. Isolated resonance states have been observ
transition state spectroscopy experiments as finite w
peaks in the cross sections. Whenever the resonance s
have a short lifetime and strongly overlap~i.e., the distance
between two consecutive resonances smaller then the inv
lifetime!, their contribution to reaction dynamics is usua
thought to be washed out and unimportant. So far, Eric
fluctuations1 in the cross section are the only known finge
prints of overlapping resonances. The Ericson fluctuat
model is based on an assumption that the initial state
domly populates all resonance states embedded with
given range of energyEmin<$en%<Emax. Another assumption
of this model is that all of the overlapping resonances p
sess the same width,G. In such a case it can be shown th
the terms in the expression for the scattering cross sec
s(E)5uSnan /(E2en1( i /2)G)u2, which are responsible fo
the interference among the different resonance states,
canceled out. Consequently,s(E) is reduced to a sum ove
Lorentzian line shapes weighted by random positive numb
uanu2, s(E)5Snuanu2/((E2en)21(G2/4)). This gives rise
to fluctuations in the scattering cross section with a cha
teristic width which is equal toG. In this special case the
structure in the scattering cross section appears as a res
the absenceof interference between different resonan
states.

In this paper we will propose another mechanism wh
is substantially different from the above one and yet lead
structure in the cross section even when the resonance
overlapping, i.e.,Gn.uen2en61u. We will describe a case
where the interferenceamong resonance states results
sharp structure in the scattering cross sections. This is very
different from the known Fano interferences2 which take
6080021-9606/2000/113(15)/6088/8/$17.00
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place between a given resonance state and a weakly en
dependent background. Fano interferences lead to disto
of the shape of the resonance peak in the cross section
not to a substantial increase of the lifetime of the trapp
particle in the scattering process. In our case the structu
the result of the interference among resonances and con
of peaks where each one of them is much narrower than
width of a single resonance stateGn . Since the lifetime of
the trapped particle is proportional to the inverse of the wi
of the peak in the cross section, it implies that the narrow
of the peak in the cross section increases the lifetime of
trapped particle. Moreover, the interference takes place
tween resonances which are separated by a large energ
terval as compared to the corresponding resonance wid
i.e., uen2emu@Max(Gn ,Gm). Therefore we may conside
the new mechanism presented here as a collective cohe
resonance phenomenon. As will be discussed below, this
phenomenon was first observed, without realizing it, in
experiments of inelastic electron scattering from an2
molecule.3 The sharp structure in the experimental electro
hydrogen-molecule scattering cross section is associ
with the short-lived vibrational states of the autoionizing H2

2

intermediate. We have calculated the positions and
widths of these H2

2 states within the local approximation an
to our surprise we obtained that the width of the resona
states were 2–3 times larger than the widths of the peak
the vibrational excitation cross sections.4 Yet, the mechanism
that leads to this phenomenon remained unclear and
very recently the crucial role of the nuclear motion in t
electron trapping mechanism has been pointed out.5 In this
paper this mechanism will be studied in more details. As
will show here the understanding of the increasement of tr
sition state lifetime due to the nuclear motion is based on
extension of quantum mechanics to deal with non-Hermit
operators and requires the replacement of the scalar i
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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product by a more general definition of the inner prod
which is known as thec-product.6

II. GENERALIZATION OF THE INNER PRODUCT IN
QUANTUM MECHANICS AND INTERFERENCE
BETWEEN RESONANCES STATES

We would like to stress that the interference pheno
enon between the resonance states itself is associated
the generalization of the inner product in quantum mech
ics. This generalization is required when resonances,
metastable states, are associated with complex, rather
real eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian.

The transition probability amplitude,t(E), for a scatter-
ing experiment where the initial and the final states are id
tical, i.e., uf i&5uf f&5u0&, is given by the Lippmann–
Schwinger equation,

t~E!5^0uV1VGVu0&5tdirect~E!1t res~E!. ~1!

The resonant term,t res(E), is given by

t res~E!5E der~e!a~e!/~E2e!, ~2!

whereĤue&5eue&, a(e)5u^0uVue&u2>0 andr~e! stands for
the density of states. However, whenĤ is an Hermitian op-
erator the eigenvalues,e, get real values only and the infor
mation about the resonance phenomena is spread over a
number of continuum states. There are several methods,
as complex scaling~CS!, which allow us to ‘‘concentrate’’
the information about the resonance phenomena into asingle
square integrable statewhich is associated with a comple
energy eigenvalue,En

res5en2( i /2)Gn . The resonance stat
is associated with a complex eigenvalue even when
Hamiltonian is not complex scaled and when no absorb
boundary conditions are imposed. That is,Ĥun&5En

resun&,
where un& is an eigenfunction which isnot in the Hermitian
domain of the HamiltonianH. The use of complex scaling
does not effect the complex values of the resonance ei
values but does change the corresponding eigenfunction
be square integrable functions. This enables us to replace
integral in the expression for thet res(E) by a sum over the
discrete resonance states,

t res~E!5(
n

an /~E2en1~ i /2!Gn!. ~3!

Since the eigenfunctionun& is not in the Hermitian domain o
the Hamiltonian it is not clear at all what is the definition
the inner product that we should use. If we will keep t
usual definition of the scalar product in quantum mechan
the coefficientsan in Eq. ~3! will get real positive values
only @as well asa(e) in Eq. ~2!# and the possibility of inter-
ference among different resonance states which leads to
trapping of an electron due to the molecular vibrations w
be eliminated. The generalized definition of the inner prod
~...u...! rather than the usual scalar product^...u...& has to be
used when the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian.7,6 For the sake
of simplicity and without loss of generality, we define he
( f ug)[^ f * ug&. Only the application of the generalized inn
Downloaded 29 Jan 2001  to 132.68.1.29.  Redistribution subject to 
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product can give rise to the complex coefficients,an

5(0uVun)(nuVu0), in Eq. ~3!. The fact that$an% can get
complex and real negative values is essential to obtain
interference phenomenon which increases the lifetime of2

2

intermediate in thee2/H2 scattering experiments.
The use of the generalized definition of the inner prod

has already lead to a remarkable agreement between thab
initio calculated scattering intensities of helium atoms fro
Cu~115! and the experimental scattering intensities.8 As far
as we know there is no other example whereab initio calcu-
lations for helium diffraction from a solid surface agreed
well with the experimental scattering intensities.

III. INTERFERENCE MECHANISMS

We will now elaborate on the interference mechani
that could increase the lifetime of the trapped electron in
scattering experiment, and therefore could lead to a sha
structure in the scattering cross section as compared
width of a single resonance state.

We will start illustrating this phenomena for the case
two overlapping resonances following closely discuss
given by Bohm.9

Let us assume thatE15E12( i /2)G1 and E25E2

2( i /2)G2 are two poles such thatG15G25G, E150 and
E25DE. The cross section similar to Eq.~3! in the neigh-
borhood of the poles is given by

s~E!5U 1

E2DE1~ i /2!G
1

C

E1~ i /2!G
U2

, ~4!

or,

s~E!5s1~E!1s2~E!1s12~E!, ~5!

where s1(E) and s2(E) are the first and the second po
contributions to the cross section:

s1~E!5
1

E21G2/4
,

~6!

s2~E!5
C2

~E2DE!21G2/4
.

The last term in the Eq.~5!, s12(E), stands for the interfer-
ence effect between the two poles:

s12~E!5
2CE~E2DE!12CG2/4

~E21G2/4!~~E2DE!21G2/4!
. ~7!

The interference can have a dual effect—it can be eit
destructive or constructive. ForC521 and forDE<G the
interference is constructive and there is a single peak in
cross section atE5DE/2. For C51 andDE5G the inter-
ference terms12(E5DE/2) gives a zero contribution to th
cross section and we obtain two separated peaks in the c
section. However, ifC is allowed to acquire a complex valu
of i and DE5G a destructive interference occurs ands(E
5DE/2)50! Consequently the two peaks in the cross s
tion are very well separated.As one can see the widths of th
peaks ins(E) are decreased due to the quantum interfe
ence effects. Following the Heisenberg uncertainty princip
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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the uncertainty in energy times the lifetime of the system
larger then\/2. Therefore we may say that by narrowing t
widths of the peaks ins(E) one increases the lifetime of th
system. Note that the usual concept of the lifetime as
inverse of the decay rate is applicable only for isolated re
nances and not in our case where there is a large ove
between the different resonances.

Let us now propose a more general model that illustra
the increase of the lifetime of a trapped particle due to
collective interference resonance phenomenon. Assume
a given system consists ofN equally spaced resonancesEn

5nD; n50,1,...,N21. All have the same widthG, which is
larger than the energy spacingD, i.e.,G.D. This is the case
of N overlapping resonances. The goal is to find values oan

in Eq. ~3! such that the peaks associated with the resona
in the scattering cross section would be narrower thanG.
Clearly, if t res(E) will vanish between two consecutive res
nances, then the width,g, of the resonance peaks in the cro
section will be at mostD irrespective of the resonance widt
i.e., g<D,G.

Coefficientsan that satisfy the condition of vanishin
transition amplitude between each pair of resonances,t res(E
5(en1en11/2))50;n, are the solutions of the following
set of linear equations:Ba5b, where Bm,n52/(2(m2n)
211 iG/D); bm52a0 /(122m2 iG/D); $n,m%51,2...,N
21. The resulting transition probability,ut res(E)u2, is pre-
sented in Fig. 1~a! for the case of six resonances (N56).
Note that even ifa0 is chosen to be a real number coef
cientsa1 ,...,aN21 will get complexvalues.

It is easy to show that the vanishing of the compl
transition amplitude is accompanied by the sharp~step-
function like! drop ~2p! of the phase,f, of the transition
amplitude t5utueif. For a simple proof see Ref. 10. Th
phenomena is illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. Note that very similar
results were obtained recently in the measurements of
phase of the transition probability amplitude for an electr

FIG. 1. The behavior of the transition probability~a! and its amplitude
phase~b! in the case of six resonances contributing to the expansion
t res(E), Eq. ~3!. The complex coefficientsan ; n51,...,N21 are obtained by
solving the set of linear equations given in the text witha051, D51 a.u.,
G52 a.u.
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passing through a quantum dot.11 The results presented i
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! were obtained for electron scattering fro
H2 molecule. The similarity between the model and t
physical system~compare Figs. 1 and 2! emphasizes the rel
evance of the interference mechanism to thee2/H2 scatter-
ing experiments.

IV. DERIVATION OF VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION
CROSS SECTION

Let us first derive the expression for the vibrational e
citation cross section. We address ourselves to a scatte
event where the electron, represented byA(1/ki)e

iki r , col-
lides with a molecule which hasN internal electrons. We
assume that the electronic state of the molecule is va
adiabatically during the collision. The molecular degrees
freedom are represented by coordinateR. Prior to collision
the molecule is in itsn vibrational state,xn(R), and in its
n0th electronic state,fn0

($r %N ;R). Assuming adiabaticity,
the initial state,xn(R)F i($r %N11 ;R), properly antisymme-
trized in the electronic coordinates such thatF i($r %N11 ;R)
5A(f i($r %N ;R)A(1/ki)e

iki r N11) is an eigenfunction of the
interaction free Hamiltonian

H05T~R!1T~$r %N11!1Vmol~$r %N ,R!, ~8!

whereT($r %N11) andT(R) are, respectively, the electroni
and nuclear kinetic energy operators andVmol($r %N ,R) is the
potential energy of theN11 electrons and nucleus of th
molecule. After the inelastic collision the molecule is foun
in its vibrationally excited statexn8(R) and the scattered
electron is in a state defined byA(1/kf)e

ik f r N11. The final
state of the noninteracting electron-molecule system
xn8(R)F f($r %N11 ;R) where F f($r %N11 ;R)5A(f f($r %N ;
R)A(1/kf)e

ik f r N11). The energy of the scattered electron
given by the energy conservation law:

u\ki u2

2me
1En5

u\kf u2

2me
1En8[E, ~9!

f
FIG. 2. ~a! The behavior of the probability to excite H2 molecule from the
ground vibrationaln50 to then54 excited state ine/H2 collision. ~b! The
phase of the corresponding probability amplitude.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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6091J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 15, 15 October 2000 Interference effect in scattering experiments
where me is the mass of an electron,En and En8 are the
energies of the initial and the final states of the molecu
The Hamiltonian during the collision process is given by

H5T~R!1T~$r %N11!1Vint~$r %N11 ,R!, ~10!

whereVint is the N11 electron and nucleus interaction p
tential.Vint includes the coordinates of the colliding electr
as well as the coordinates of electrons of the molecule. S
the electronic coordinate is much faster than the molec
one the Born–Oppenheimer~BO! approximation is appli-
cable here. The adiabatic BO Hamiltonian is defined by

Had~$r %N11 ;R!5T~$r %N11!1Vint~$r %N11 ;R!, ~11!

where the nuclear coordinateR is a parameter. The adiabat
HamiltonianHad possessesR-dependent eigenergiesEn

ad(R)
and eigenfunctionsfn

ad($r %N11 ;R) such that

Had~$r %N11 ;R!fn
ad~$r %N11 ;R!5En

ad~R!fn
ad~$r %N11 ;R!.

~12!

The adiabatic energyEn
ad(R) serves as a potential for th

motion of the heavy nuclei:

~T~R!1En
ad~R!!xn,a

ad ~R!5en,a
ad xn,a

ad ~R!, ~13!

where xn,a
ad (R) and en,a

ad are the nuclear vibrational wav
function and energy. Within the Born–Oppenheimer a
proximation the total wave function is a product of th
nuclear wave function and the electronic wave funct
which depends parametrically on the nuclear coordinate:

Cn,a
ad 5fn

ad~$r %N11 ;R!xn,a
ad ~R!. ~14!

According to the Lippman–Schwinger equation t
probability to change the vibrational state of the molec
from xn(R) to xn8(R) due to the collision process is give
by

s5u^C f uV1VGVuC i&u2, ~15!

where, respectively, the initial and the final states
given by C i5xn(R)F i($r %N11 ;R) and C f

5xn8(R)F f($r %N11 ;R). V is defined asV5Vint2Vmol . The
resonant part of the excitation probability is
th
l

Downloaded 29 Jan 2001  to 132.68.1.29.  Redistribution subject to 
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s res5U lim
e→01

K xn8~R!F i~$r %N11 ;R!UV 1

E2H1 i e
VU

3xn~R!F f~$r %N11 ;R!L
r ,R
U2

. ~16!

Using the spectral representation of the Green operatorE

2Ĥ)21 in Eq. ~16! within the Born–Oppenheimer approx
mation framework one gets:

s res5U(
n,a

^xn8u^F i uVuCn,a
ad & r^Cn,a

ad uVuF f& r uxn&R

E2En,a
ad U2

. ~17!

The molecular anion, which is formed when an electron c
lides with a neutral molecule, supports no bound sta
However, the electron can be trapped for a finite period
time in the quasibound resonance state. There are se
methods, such as complex scaling~CS!, which allow us to
‘‘concentrate’’ the information about the resonance pheno
ena into asingle square integrable statewhich is associated
with a complex energy eigenvalue,En

res5en2( i /2)Gn . That
is, ĤCSun&5En

resun&, where ĤCS is the complex scaled
Hamiltonian. Note by passing that Hamiltonian posses
complex eigenvalues whenever the outgoing wave bound
conditions are imposed. Complex scaling allows to obt
these complex eigenvalues while forcing square integrab
on the solutions associated with the resonances. The solu
space of the complex scaled molecular anion Hamilton
can be divided into subspace of resonance states and int
subspace of continuum scattering states. Whenever the r
nance is isolated~the distance between two consecutive re
nances is larger then the width,G of each resonance! and has
a large lifetime~G/\ is larger than any characteristic fre
quency of the system! we can make an assumption that
scattering event involves a single resonance state.

A common situation is thatDEvib<G,DEelec, where
DEelec and DEvib are, respectively, the energy spacing b
tween electronic levels and vibrational levels. In such a c
scattering event proceeds via a singleelectronic resonance
state,n0 . However it involves a number of vibrational state
$xn

ad% belonging to the same electronic resonance state,n0 .
Consequently the sum over electronic energy levels,n, can
be omitted from the sum in the expression for the reson
part of the excitation probability in Eq.~17!:
s res5U(
a

res ^xn8u^F i uVufn0

ad& rxn0 ,a
ad &R^xn0 ,a

ad u^fn0

aduVuF f& rxn&R

E2En,a
ad U2

. ~18!
ce

tron

ule
Moiseyev and Peskin have shown that the integrals over
electronic coordinates in Eq.~18! are related to the partia
widths. That is,

u^F i uVufn0

ad~$r %N11 ;R!& r u25Gn0

~ i !~R!

~19!
u^F f uVufn0

ad~$r %N11 ;R!& r u25Gn0

~ f !~R!,
ewhereGn0

( i )(R) is the partial width of the electronic resonan

staten0 as function of the nuclear coordinateR. The products
of this decay channel are neutral molecule and a free elec
associated with a wave numberki . Gn0

( f )(R) is the partial

width for the decay channel that results in a neutral molec
and a scattered electron associated withkf wave number.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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Within the local approximation the energy dependen
of the partial widths~via the scattered electron wave numb
k! is neglected andGn0

( i )5Gn0

( f ) . Using this approximation and

Eqs.~18!, ~19! one gets

s res5U(
a

res ^xn8uGn0

1/2~R!uxn0 ,a
ad &R^xn0 ,a

ad uGn0

1/2~R!uxn&R

E2En0,a
ad U2

.

~20!

SinceGn0
is the width of the electronic resonance staten0 it

is related to the imaginary part of the adiabatic electro
energyEn0

ad :

Gn0
~R!522 ImEn0

ad~R!. ~21!

Equation~20! given above not only simplifies the calculatio
of s but also provides a simple physical insight to the pro
lem of electron scattering from a neutral molecule. Since
final expression for the vibrational excitation cross sect
does not depend on the electron coordinates, we can say
the electron-neutral molecule collision prepares a nuc
wave packet on the potential energy surface of the molec
anion intermediate~see Figs. 3–5!. The prepared wave
packet is propagated via the nuclear Born–Oppenheimer
lecular anion Hamiltonian with the complex potenti
En0

ad(R). Finally, the anion undergoes autionization proce

resulting in the molecule in a vibrationally excited state. T
probability amplitude to obtain a specific vibrational staten
of the molecule is given in Eq.~20!. This expression is in a
complete agreement with the results obtained by Dom
and Cederbaum12 by applying the local approximation to th
exact expression fors.

V. INCOMPLETE SPECTRUM OF NON-HERMITIAN
OPERATORS

Moiseyev and Friedland13 have proved that if twoN
3N real symmetric matricesH1 and H2 do not commute,
there exists at least one value of parameterl such that matrix

FIG. 3. The vibrational eigenstates of H2
2 obtained:~a! ignoring the imagi-

nary part of the potential;~b! with the full complex potential. The arrows
stand for the threshold energy to dissociation atEthreshold50.1467 a.u.
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H11lH2 possesses incomplete spectrum. The spectrum
incomplete when the number of independent eigenvector
a matrix is smaller thanN. We will explain this phenomena
using a following example. Suppose that non hermit
Hamiltonian,H, which depends on some parameterl can be
represented by complex symmetric matrix 333

H~l!5S 6 eil 21

eil 5 2eil

21 2eil 1
D . ~22!

The fact that the matrix that represents a non-Hermitian
erator is complex symmetric is the direct result of the use
the generalized inner product as was discussed in the Se
One can easily see that the matrix given in Eq.~22! has three
distinctive eigenvalues and eigenvectors for all but one va
of parameterl. When the parameter approaches value ol
5p/2 two of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions appro
each other and finally coalesce, i.e.,E2→E3 andC2→C3 as
l→p/2. Forl5p/2 matrix @Eq. ~22!# has only two distinct
eigenvectors:

FIG. 4. Vibrational excitation cross sectionsn50→n51,2,...,4.

FIG. 5. Solid line shows the calculated probability to excite H2 molecule
from the ground vibrationaln50 to then54 excited state ine/H2 collision.
Dotted line represents the shifted experimental results.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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E156, C15S 1
i /3

21/3
D , E25E3 , C25C35S 0

1
i
D .

~23!

Whenever two eigenvectors approach each other they gr
ally become self-orthogonal within the definition of the ge
eralized inner product, i.e, (C2uC2)→0. In our example ei-
genvectorC2 is self orthogonal forl5p/2:

~0 1 i !•S 0
1
i
D 50. ~24!

If we will try to normalize the eigenvectorC2 such that
(C2uC2)51 we will have to divide its components by 0!

In the case studied by Moiseyev and Friedland the
rameterl was related to the complex scaling parameter a
the incompleteness of the spectrum was an artifact of the
of the complex scaling method.

We will show here that the phenomenon of spectr
incompleteness is inherent in the case of H2

2. The Hamil-
tonian of the intermediate H2

2 within the BO approximation
is given by,

H~R!5T~R!1V~R!2~ i /2!G~R!. ~25!

We can rewrite this Hamiltonian introducing an autoioniz
tion strength parameterl in the following manner:

H~R!5T~R!1V~R!2l~ i /2!G~R!. ~26!

For l51 it is reduced to the original physical Hamiltonia
of H2

2. Using the real basis functions or DVR representat
the matrices representing the operatorsT(R), V(R) and
G(R) are real symmetric ones. The H2

2 Hamiltonian in the
matrix form is

H5T1V2l~ i /2!G5HRe2l~ i /2!G. ~27!

Since matricesHRe and G do not commute, it follows from
the theorem proved by Moiseyev and Friedland that th
existsl, such that the spectrum ofH is incomplete. In order
to find the values ofl where the spectrum is incomplete
the case of H2

2 we have studied thel dependence of the
spectrum. In Fig. 6 we present the spectrum of H2

2 obtained
while varyingl from 0 to 1 ~i.e., increasing the strength o
the ionization phenomenon!. There are nine bound vibra
tional states of H2

2 when the autoionization process is n
glected, i.e.,l50. They all acquire finite width whenever th
value ofl is increased. However, the width and the positi
of each state changes at a very different rate. The most
matic change occurs to the eighth bound state (l50). This
state is ‘‘pushed out’’ above the energy threshold for
dissociation. Interestingly, whenever the position of t
bound state crosses the threshold energy the behavior o
continuum states changes as well. That is the width of
continuum states starts to decrease with increasingl. We
suspected that the reason for this behavior is that for s
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complex values of the parameterl close tol51 the bound
state which enters the continuum part of the spectrum cro
the continuum states one by one. Since the crossing doe
happen atl51, the picture we see at the physical value
l51 is that of avoided crossing. It should be stressed t
the crossing here implies coalescence of two eigenstates
eigenstate originating from the bound state atl50 and the
second one from the continuum atl50. Indeed, we found
several branch points associated with the coalescenc
bound and continuum states which are in the vicinity ofl
51. For example see the inset of Fig. 6 where we show
branch point atl50.991 450 981 i0.040 065 15. The trajec
tory approaching from below is associated with the eig
‘‘bound’’ state and the trajectory approaching from above
associated with the ‘‘continuum’’ state. This branch point
the closest one tol51 and the two states that cross at th
point are very close to be self orthogonal for the physi
value ofl51. Consequently, the amplitudes of these sta
are several orders of magnitude larger than the amplitude
the discrete resonance states that are not involved in
crossings with the continuum states. We show below t
this effect plays a crucial role in the mechanism that lead
the electron trapping by the H2 molecule.

VI. RESULTS: EIGENVALUES OF H 2
À AND EXCITATION

CROSS SECTIONS

In Fig. 3~a! we represent the energy levels of H2
2 when

the autoionization process is neglected, i.e.G(R)50 in the
Hamiltonian given in Eq.~13!. There are nine infinite-

FIG. 6. l-trajectory calculations of the complex eigenvalues of Re(H)
2 il Im(H), whereH is a matrix representation of the nuclear H2

2 Hamil-
tonian with complex electron potential surface. Forl50 the autoionization
is artificially suppressed and the real eigenvalues obtained are divided
vibrationally bound states~denoted by ‘‘B’’ and into dissociative continuum
solutions denoted by ‘‘C’’~note that the discretization is due to the fini
box approximation!. The inset shows that very close tol51 ~the physical
solution! one of the continuum solutions and the eighth ‘‘B’’ solution co
lesce.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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lifetime vibrational bound states of H2
2. In Fig. 3~b! we show

the results obtained when the complex nonlocal Hamilton
of H2

2 is diagonalized@i.e., G(R)Þ0 in Eq. ~13!#. The com-
plex nonlocal potential,En0

ad(R)5V(R)2( i /2)G(R), was

taken from Ref. 14. As one can see when the imaginary
of the potential is taken into account, each vibrational st
of H2

2 acquires a finite width. The vibrationally bound stat
become discrete resonance states and the dissociative
tinuum now becomes dissociative continuum of resonan
The discretization of the continuum is due to the usage of
finite basis set. The actual situation is of a branch cut. T
is, a continuum of singular points of the scattering matrix

Eigenstates of the H2
2 used in the calculation of the cros

sections were obtained by diagonalization of the Hamilton
matrix in the discrete variable representation~DVR! basis.
Complex scaling~CS! of the H–H coordinate (R→Reiu)
which is equivalent to the usage of absorbing boundary c
ditions in that coordinate was employed.15 Application of CS
enabled us to get rid of nonphysical weak oscillations in
cross section above the threshold energy to dissociation
tained in previous calculations.14 We used only 200 grid
points in the interval of 20 a.u., while the CS parameteu
50.25 turned out to be the optimal one for our calculatio
~resonance positions were insensitive to the variation ofu!.

Cross sections for vibrational excitationsn50→n
51,2,...,4 calculated using the simplified version4 of Eq. ~20!
are represented in Fig. 4. The structures appearing unde
dissociation threshold are in a good qualitative agreem
with a previous results obtained for the nonlocal theory.16,14

Since the electronic resonance state of H2
2 decays by

p-waves, nonlocal effects will influence the scattering cro
section, but not the quality of the interference effects due
nuclear dynamics. For discussion of local versus nonlo
effects, see Ref. 12. In Fig. 5 we present the compariso
the calculated cross section for the vibrational excitationn
50→n54 with the experimental cross section measured
Allan.3 The experimental cross section was shifted up in
ergy by 0.45 eV to emphasize the agreement between
vibrational structures seen in the spectrum.

No structure is seen in then50→n51 cross section.
However, peaks below the dissociation threshold energy
appear forn50→n52 cross section and become even mo
pronounced for the excitations to higher vibrational level

The absence of the structure for then50→n50,1 exci-
tation and formation of it for higher ones could suggest t
the structure of the final state introduces the structure in
cross section. This effect is known as the reflect
principle.17 This possibility, however, was ruled out by
following numerical experiment. The cross section for t
n50→n50 vibrational ‘‘excitation’’ was calculated then a
the H2

2 Born–Oppenheimer potential was shifted in such
way that its minimum coincides with a minimum of the ne
tral H2 molecule.The shift affected only the shape of t
broad background line, leaving the fine structure in the cro
section the same as obtained in Figs. 4(b)–(d). The conclu-
sion is obvious: peaks in the cross section are unrelated
the structure of initial or the final states and cannot be e
plained by the reflection principle.
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Another possible explanation would be to relate t
structure appearing in the vibrational excitation cross sec
to the discrete resonance states of H2

2 appearing at energie
below the dissociation threshold energy. However, resona
positions do not coincide with the peak positions in the cr
section.Moreover, the widths of the peaks appearing in t
cross section are 2 to 3 times smaller then the widths of
resonances calculated before. The structure appears in th
cross section although the resonances are broad and ove
ping.

VII. STRUCTURE IN THE CROSS SECTIONS AND
INTERFERENCE

There is a similarity between Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! and
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! where the electron-H2 scattering cross
section and the phase of the corresponding excitation p
ability amplitude are shown. The phase shows an oscillat
behavior rather than sharp drops since the complex c
section amplitude does not exactly vanish. Note that our
merical results presented in Fig. 2~a! are in reasonable agree
ment with the experimental cross section.3

We will now give a more detailed description of th
phenomena. By solving the nuclear H2

2 Schrödinger equation
with the complex potential surface we obtained two distin
tive types of resonance states, as discussed in the Sec
The first one is associated with vibrationally bound moti
of autoionizing H2

2 molecule, i.e., H2
2→H21e2. We will

refer to these states as vibrationally discrete autoionizat
resonance states. The second type of states is associated
the free motion of the nuclei and is referred to here as vib
tionally continuum autoionization-resonances whe

H2~bound!1e2←
A

H2
2~continuum!→

B
H21H ~i.e., a branch

cut of autoionizing states!. Note that the autoionization~A!
takes place at the inner classical turning point where
width of the complex potential surface is the largest. T
dissociation~B! occurs at the outer region where the width
the complex potential is zero. As we will show below th
formation of branch cut of resonances due to the nuc
motion plays the key role in the mechanism which is resp
sible for the enhancement of the electron trapping by
hydrogen molecule.

The initial state populates both types of resonance st
of H2

2. Interference between the vibrational discrete and
vibrational continuum autoionization resonances takes p
although the resonance positions of the vibrationally discr
autoionization-resonance~disc-res! states and the vibra
tionally continuum autoionization-resonance states~cont-res!
are very ‘‘far’’ from one another~as compared to thei
width!. One may think that whenE;en~disc2res! there is
only one dominant term in the series resonance expansio
t res(E) @see Eq.~3!#. This is, however, not the case. Th
numerators associated with the branch-cut resonan
an~cont2res!, get complex values where both the real a
the imaginary parts are larger than the corresponding one
an~disc2res! by several orders of magnitude. This is a direct
result of the non-Hermitian properties of H2

2 Hamiltonian as
was shown in Sec. V. Consequently,uan~cont2res!u
@uan8~disc2res!u but, however, at E5En~disc2res!,
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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U an~disc2res!

~ i /2!Gn~disc2res!U'U an8~cont2res!

DE1~ i /2!Gn8~cont2res!U, ~28!

where

DE5En~disc2res!2En8~cont2res!, ~29!

even when the difference between the H2
2~disc2res!→H2

1e2 resonances and H21e2←H2
2~cont2res!→H21H

resonances is much larger then the corresponding reson
widths,DE@Max(Gn ,Gn8).

The number of dominant terms in the expression
t res(E) @Eq. ~3!# determines the number of effective indire
scattering events in the scattering experiment. In our c
due to the large amplitudes of the branch-cut~continuum!
resonances this number is large and therefore we deal w
multiple scattering process and a collective resonance
nomenon. By collectiveness we mean that even at the r
nance energy,E5en , a large number of resonances ha
dominant contributions to the expansion oft res given in
Eq. ~3!.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We can conclude by saying that here we show that
lifetime of the trapped electron in the electron scattering
periment can be dramatically increased due to the coup
between the nuclear and the electronic motions. It should
stressed that this coupling takes place between molecula
toionizing states over a very large energy range. This unu
ally strong coupling is due to the existence of a continuum
short lifetime autoionizing resonance states of H2

2, located at
an energy above the threshold energy of dissociation. T
branch-cut of resonances is generated by the nuclear mo

It seems to us that this phenomenon is a general one
should be observed in other systems and in other type
experiments.
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